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Abstract – In this paper, we describe a multi-ring
approach to building multi-tiered P2P networks for
efficient lookup of multi-dimensional data, utilising an
alternative strategy for building the network overlay
designed to reduce the hops required to route lookups
and improve fault tolerance by allowing for the
selection of high quality nodes with which to build
subrings. We provide a case study showing how the
method could be used to support 2-dimensional data in
the form of keyword-value queries. Our calculations
indicate that the presented method yields
improvements in the average query hop count while
reducing the amount of state stored on each node. The
use of Preference Lists can further reduce the average
hop count through bypassing previously traversed
segments of the structure.
Keywords: peer-to-peer, distributed hash tables,
multi-dimensional data, Chord

1.0 Introduction
The use of Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) for
resource discovery in peer-to-peer networks has
become a highly studied research area. More
recently, systems utilising multiple DHT
structures have been explored. We show how a
multi-layered multi-ring architecture based on
Chord [1] can support multi-dimensional data
lookup, describing our method by means of a
case-study showing how it can be applied to a
network supporting keyword-value pair queries.
For the majority of topology configurations we
demonstrate a reduction in messages required to
route a query in worst-case scenarios compared
with a single-layered Chord ring and other multiring architectures.
Our ring creation strategy follows a novel
approach we call Lazy Ring Creation, creating
sub-rings only when necessary and using optimal
numbers of nodes by utilising processes defined
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in the ROME protocol [2]. Lazy Ring Creation
decouples the ‘new keyword’ event from the
‘ring-building’ event and leads to smaller rings
than in other systems. A keyword ring is only
created once the number of queries or registered
resources for the keyword rises above a threshold.
Nodes self-monitor their workload and
mechanisms are provided for overloaded nodes to
recruit new machines to share their workload.
We will show how this improves hop count and
fault tolerance compared to other systems.

2.0 Related Work
Several systems based on Distributed Hash
Tables have been proposed to substantially
reduce query and update message traffic. Chord
[1] organises nodes into a ring and can route a
query in O(log n) messages while maintaining
routing information about only log2(n) nodes on
every node in the network. Updates following a
node joining or leaving the network require
O(log2 n) messages. Hop count (or messages
consumed) is used as a standard metric to
measure the performance and efficiency of P2P
networks. Other widely used examples of DHTs
in P2P networks include CAN and Pastry [3].
Multi-layered DHT structures contain multiple
sub-rings, using a primary ring to route queries
between different sub-rings. Various techniques
are used to organise the network, but all assume
secondary-level rings are either already built or
are created based
on
node locality.
Representative nodes are added to the primary
ring, effectively building the network upwards.
The system itself has no control over how many
sub-rings exist or how many nodes each contains.
PLANES [4] partitions a single Chord ring into
multiple smaller rings, but little regard is given to

the information stored on each node in individual
clusters. Although the top layer of the PLANES
topology allows the cluster holding the target key
to be located quickly, there are no guarantees that
the same cluster will also contain similar keys to
the one originally searched for.
Garcés-Erice et al [5] present Hierarchical
Peer-to-Peer Systems and give a case study
instantiation of a modified version of Chord. The
lower level overlay is split into a number of subrings. One or more nodes from each sub-ring are
inserted into the top-level overlay. A reduction in
routing messages is demonstrated by assuming
powerful machines with greater availability and
connectivity are used in the top-level overlay,
thus providing a smaller probability of node
failure.
However, ignoring probabilities of
failure, reduction in messages is not possible in
this approach.
In HIERAS [6] and Brocade [7], a single
overlay contains all nodes. HIERAS rings coexist in different layers, but each node is a
member of a ring in each layer. Although
average routing latency measured in presented
experiments is less than Chord, HIERAS requires
a larger average number of routing hops. In
Brocade, a second overlay layer is used to
improve performance of long range routing.
However, nodes are grouped only by
administrative domain rather than by the
information contained within them.
In Coral [8], searches begin in a sub-group
containing nodes in the same geographical region,
continuing on a cluster with continental coverage
before eventually switching to a single planetwide cluster if the lookup has not been resolved

in the intermediate stages. While searches that
are resolved within the regional cluster may be
faster than those in our system, more messages
will be consumed to route a query in the worstcase.
In [9], a multi ring architecture is used to
provide content locality at an organisational level,
where nodes are added to an organisational ring
based on their locality. Additionally, all nodes in
the network join a global ring, unless they are
connected behind a firewall or NAT.
This
increases the cost of traversing the global ring,
compared with a smaller global ring containing
only a small number of representative nodes.

3.0 Case Study System Model
In this section we present a case study
demonstrating how our method could be used
with
multi-dimensional
data
comprising
keyword-value pairs. Keyword-value queries are
composed of one or more sets of keyword-value
pairs. A single pair could be “linuxversion=9.1”,
where “linuxversion” is the keyword and “9.1” is
the value.
Our framework is based on Chord [1]. Unlike
in Chord, where every node is organised into a
single ring, we have multiple rings. Each ring is
responsible for a single keyword. Each node in
the keyword ring holds a list of IP addresses of
machines hosting resources matching the value(s)
and keyword for which the node has
responsibility. In our example, the keyword is
“linuxversion”, thus this is also the name of the
keyword ring. “9.1” would be a value hosted on
one of the nodes in the keyword ring. To enable
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Figure 1. System model showing ring architecture and processes and data structures of a typical
machine being a member of multiple rings.

keyword rings to be found, a Super Ring is used
to host a ring of nodes that contain pointers to the
other rings (Figure 1).
The system selects nodes as it requires them,
so not every machine will necessarily be involved
in the indexing part of the system. Nodes
exhibiting only client behaviour (nodes that do
not host any resources) are free to query the
system, but do not need to register with the
structure or take part in any rings. This allows for
increased dynamicity in session times of clients
without affecting the stability of the rest of the
system.

3.1 Querying
Queries originate on machines which may or
may not be members of our structure, but at
minimum must know the address of at least one
supernode. This is used as an entry point into the
super ring. These machines may be acting as
gateways to the peer-to-peer network for other
computers on, for example, the same local area
network. Before any traversing of the structure is
undertaken, the machine is first searched to
determine whether it can provide the required
resource itself, thereby saving the need to
transmit messages across the peer-to-peer
network when an answer can be provided more
quickly in the local network.
Once a query has been generated, the query
keyword is hashed to give the ID of the
supernode responsible for that keyword. The
query is routed to this supernode using the
standard Chord routing algorithm. Addresses of
multiple nodes that are members of the required
keyword ring are listed on the supernode. One of
these is selected and the query is forwarded into
the keyword ring.
The value of the keyword is hashed to give the
ID of a node in the keyword ring and the query is
sent to it using the standard Chord routing
algorithm. The node hosts a list of providers of
resources matching the keyword and value
specified. This list is added to the query and
returned to the query instigator. The providers
are then contacted to determine whether they will
provide access to the resource. We assume
invocation of the resource to be an external
process.

3.1.1 Preference Lists
Further reduction in the number of hops across
the network is realized by introducing preference
lists [10]. The list of providers returned in
response to a query is cached on the machine
originating the query, so that future queries for
the same keyword-value pair can be resolved
more quickly. As the query is repeated, the
providers are ordered by those most likely to
supply the required resource, based on how often
they have done so in the past. Several criteria
affect the likelihood a provider will actually allow
access to the resource (or whether it is desirable
to access the resource from the provider), such as
compatible security policies, workload or
connectivity between it and the consumer.
Preference lists provide a direct mapping between
requestor and resource providers. The entire
indexing structure is bypassed, reducing the hop
count to zero. The size of preference lists is
constrained to prevent them from growing
infinitely large. When the maximum available
capacity to store preference list information on a
node (a user-defined parameter) is exceeded,
preference lists for older less-frequently used
values and keywords are removed.
Preference lists can also be used as shortcuts to
bypass the super ring for queries where the
keyword has been previously searched for but the
value is different. In addition to the list of
providers, the addresses of the keyword ring node
that hosted the list and supernode that pointed to
it is stored in the preference list. The keyword
ring node can be used as an entry point into the
keyword ring for the repeated keyword,
eliminating the need to route the query through
the super ring to find a keyword ring entry point.
Xie and O’Hallaron [11] have shown that
query frequency follows a Zipf distribution,
where many queries are repeated multiple times.
Therefore, our approaches for reducing the
number of messages required for answering
repeated keyword and repeated keyword-value
queries are likely to significantly reduce the
overall message traffic in the system.

3.2 Network Construction
Network construction is controlled by ROME
[2]. To join the system, a machine contacts the
ROME bootstrap server to find the address of a

node already in the network. The machine
inherits the preference list of the existing node,
which should list the address of at least one
supernode (which is the minimum information
the new machine needs to obtain an entry point
into the super ring for query processing). The
actual lists of resource providers are not inherited,
as they will almost certainly be different or
inaccurate for the new machine.
If the machine does not wish to provide any
resources, it need not do anything else. There is
no expectation that it will register within any
structure, which allows for dynamicity in session
times for nodes acting exclusively as consumers.

3.3 Lazy Ring Creation
Resources are described using one or more
keyword-value pairs, which can subsequently be
searched for as described above. In addition to a
list of keyword-value pairs, each resource has an
owner (the IP address of the machine providing
access to it) and an identifier to uniquely identify
the resource.
When new resources are registered in the
system, update queries are submitted for each
keyword-value pair the resource will be
registered against. These queries are similar to
standard queries but, instead of returning a list of
results, they record the resource provider’s
address on the relevant keyword ring node.
Machines of new resource providers register with
the ROME bootstrap server, which stores details
of the machine’s capacity in its node pool. A
machine is not automatically assigned to a
keyword ring, but may eventually become a node
in the super ring or a keyword ring.
A resource can be removed from the system in
a similar manner to addition, where a query is
performed for each keyword-value pair associated
with the resource, this time removing references
to it from the relevant keyword ring nodes. No
attempt is made to remove references to the
resource from preference lists. As no information
is available about which preference lists reference
the resource, a broadcast throughout the network
would be necessary. We assume it is less costly
to remove references to the resource from a
preference list when its removal is discovered
following a query compared to a network-wide
broadcast.

For new keywords for which a keyword ring is
not yet built, resource information is held on the
supernode responsible for the keyword. If the
supernode does not have capacity (processing
cycles and storage) to cope with expected query
demand for the new keyword, a new supernode
will be selected and inserted into the super ring
using ROME. Once the trigger level for creating
a keyword ring is met, the supernode responsible
for the keyword will determine the number of
nodes needed for the keyword ring and the
capacity (primarily in terms of query processing
load) each one will need. This calculation is
based on the number of values for the keyword
and the query workload experienced for each
value to date, with the required capacity per node
being approximately z = l + 2 and number of
nodes being approximately totalkeywo rdworkload
,
z
is
where l is mean workload per value and
standard deviation. Assuming the workload is
normally distributed, the mean plus two standard
deviations is used to account for 95% of the
values. Additional nodes are selected to satisfy
values with individual workload higher than z.
Once the number of nodes required is finalised,
the ROME bootstrap server’s node pool is utilised
to find the required number of machines with
spare capacity, with the additional requirement
that each machine must have a probability of
failure less than a specified maximum (to limit
probability of query routing failure).
Since the ROME layer runs above Chord on
each node, keyword ring nodes and supernodes
monitor their workload and use ROME to insert
another node into their ring to share their
workload if they become overloaded. This
provides a mechanism for dealing with nodes
unable to cope with an increased workload placed
upon them (something often left unaddressed in
other systems).
Selecting superpeers from within sub-rings as
in [5] and [9] could lead to situations where a
sub-ring comprises only unstable nodes which
would be promoted to the top-level overlay,
reducing fault tolerance of the primary ring.
These systems also fail to address problems
where a promoted node cannot handle the traffic
requirements placed on it in the primary ring.
Supernodes in our system are selected from a
global set, therefore avoiding these conditions.

[5] select their superpeers from a list of local
candidate nodes. This could lead to situations
where a group comprises only low powered
nodes, one or more of which would be promoted
to the top-level overlay, thereby reducing
performance of the part of the topology shared
system-wide. In addition, this method involves a
monitoring process and the periodic broadcast of
an ordered list of candidate nodes to all the peer
nodes in the group. The authors do mention that
the broadcast would not be cost-effective in large
groups and peers could learn “lazily” about
network changes.
However, the monitoring
process must continually take place, generating
an unbounded number of messages over time. If
nodes actively send updates to superpeers in their
group, the message cost for every node to send an
update is O(n) every update cycle where n is the
number of nodes in the network. In a dynamic
environment such as a P2P network, this
monitoring must take place frequently to maintain
accurate information, generating a large and
unscalable volume of messages.
In comparison to the push strategy outlined in
[5], our pull strategy does not generate any update
messages. Instead, messages are only used when
an available node is searched for on the ROME
bootstrap server. As the message cost for the
push strategy is at least n every update period, it
is clear the pull strategy should generate less
messages in all scenarios apart from where many
nodes need extra capacity simultaneously and
there are very few nodes with spare capacity
available (the network is close to collapse).
Additionally, using Lazy Ring Creation
maximises the use of supernode capacity and
makes the selection of new nodes a rarer event
than in an eager scheme where keyword rings are
automatically created and, as in [5], a supernode
must be created for each keyword ring. This also
has the side-effect of reducing the size of the
super ring, meaning less hops are required to
traverse it during query processing.

4.0 Message Costs
As we use the standard Chord routing
algorithm, our system uses the same volume of
messages to route a query inside our rings. [1]
has shown the worst case number of messages to
route a query through a standard Chord ring is

log2(n) and ½log2(n) in the average case
(assuming all routing information is correct),
where n is the number of nodes in the ring. In the
worst case, it follows that the number of
messages required to route a query through our
structure would be log2(s) + log2(k) + 1 where s is
the number of super ring nodes and k is the
number of nodes in the keyword ring. The extra
message is needed to jump between the two rings,
because each is independent unlike in systems
such as [5] where a node in the top-level topology
is also a member of the sub-ring to which it is
related. We assume here that all finger table
entries are correct. If not, the absolute worst-case
in approaches relying on an underlying Chord
ring becomes linear to the number of nodes in the
ring, with queries being forwarded between
neighbouring nodes.
We show a reduction in hops required to route
a query versus a standard Chord implementation:
Given a multi-ring network C with s nodes in the
super ring and k nodes in each keyword ring, then
the comparable single layered Chord ring C’ has
one node for each node in all keyword rings, that
is wsk nodes where w is the number of keyword
rings for which each supernode is responsible.
Given a ring C (or C’) denoted by WC(C) being
the worst case number of hops required to route a
query and AC(C) being the average case number
of hops required to route a query, then from [1]
for a single Chord ring WC(C’)=log2(wsk) and
AC(C’)=½log2(wsk). For a multi-ring network:
WC(C) = WC(super ring hops) + 1 +
WC(keyword ring hops) = log2(s) + log 2(k) + 1 =
log2(sk) + 1 and AC(C) = AC(super ring hops) +
1 + AC(keyword ring hops) = ½log2(s) + ½log2(k)
+ 1 = ½log2(sk) + 1.
Lemma 4.1. With C and C’ as above then if w>2 then
WC(C’) > WC(C) and if w>4 then AC(C’) > AC(C).
Proof. If w>2 then WC(C’) = log2(wsk) > log2(2sk)
= log2(sk)+log2(2) = log2(sk)+1 = WC(C). If w>4
then AC(C’) = ½log2(wsk) > ½log2(4sk)
= ½log2(sk)+½log2(4) = ½log2(sk)+1 = AC(C).

Other systems that add one or more supernodes
to the primary ring for each sub-ring use more
hops to route a query than our approach, because
we create a smaller super ring by allowing each
supernode to host pointers to multiple sub-rings.
This is possible because of our detachment of the

repeated keyword-value, our system can give
varying degrees of message savings in
comparison with both Chord and multi-ring
topologies.

4.2 Effect of Ring Size on Query Failure
Rate
So far we have shown the benefits in message
costs of building smaller rings than in other
systems. However, it is also important to
understand the impact of smaller rings on the
ability to resolve queries under failure conditions
to ensure that, whilst we show improvement in
messaging costs, we are not adversely affecting
the fault tolerance of the system.
To analyse this we have used p2psim [12], a
freely available simulator for peer-to-peer
protocols, to simulate lookups in different sized
Chord rings constructed of nodes with varying
mean lifetimes. Each simulation was run for
4000 seconds, with a mean of 10 seconds
between lookups. The stabilisation process was
run approximately every 200 seconds. In each
case, the percentage of correct lookups was
averaged over ten simulation runs. The results
are plotted in Figure 2.
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two topological layers, at a cost of one extra hop
between the super ring and selected keyword
ring.
This detachment is unattainable if
supernodes are selected from sub-rings such as in
[5] and [9]. In [5] nodes in their top layer are also
members of the bottom layer, meaning
detachment would be impossible unless bottom
layer nodes were permitted to be members of
more than one group. [5]’s structure cannot
reduce hop count in isolation. They only achieve
reduction by assuming more powerful machines
with greater availability and less probability of
failure are inserted into the super ring.
We can also show improved performance for
queries containing repeated keywords. Since an
entry point into the keyword ring is already
known, the worst case number of messages
becomes log2(k), with ½log2(k) in the average
case.
Improvement in message cost for repeat
keyword queries is not possible in standard
Chord, since there is no logical ordering of the
nodes into keyword groups and there is no way to
determine a segment of the ring that contains
possible answers. Comparing with our system in
the worst case gives log2(wsk) > log2(k). By
using shortcuts provided by preference lists, we
can realise savings of log2(ws) messages in the
worst-case for every repeated keyword query.
Comparing with the Chord instantiation of a
Hierarchical Peer-to-Peer system shown in [5], to
create a topology containing the same number of
keyword rings and nodes within each keyword
ring as in our system, the number of superpeers
required in their system would be ws since each
superpeer can only be responsible for a single
subgroup. In the worst-case (assuming a stable
network without node failure) the number of
messages required to route a query in their
instantiation would be log2(wsk), which is greater
than in our system for w>2.
For repeated-keyword queries, we again show
improvement. Hierarchical Peer-to-Peer does not
contain a mechanism similar to our shortcuts, so
queries will always require log2(wsk) messages in
the worst case. In comparison with our system,
we can reduce the required worst-case messages
by log2(ws): log2(wsk) > log2(k).
Depending on how many keywords each
supernode holds and whether a query is for a new
keyword-value pair, a repeated keyword or a
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Figure 2: Effect of Ring Size on Lookups
under failure conditions

It can be seen that the size of a ring has
minimal effect on the number of successful
lookups. Small differences can be observed,
showing smaller rings exhibit slightly better fault
tolerance. This may be because a small ring will
take less time to re-stabilise than a larger ring
following a node failure, since there will be fewer

distinct finger table entries which must be
corrected.
Another, more obvious observation is the
impact that low quality nodes (nodes with short
lifetimes) can have on the ring. Using Lazy Ring
Creation, we are able to select nodes to join our
rings, giving the opportunity of selecting high
quality nodes to maximise the number of
correctly resolved queries. Since our rings are
smaller than in other systems (due again to Lazy
Ring Creation) there is a higher probability that
high quality nodes can be picked. [13] shows that
heterogeneity between nodes in current peer-topeer networks can be extreme.
Therefore,
selection of a small number of high quality nodes
should lead to a lower average probability of
node failure within the ring as a whole, compared
with a larger ring containing more heterogeneous
nodes.

5.0 Conclusion
Lazy Ring Creation is a novel approach to ring
building that reduces the number of supernodes
and keyword nodes created compared with other
multi-ring architectures, thereby increasing the
scalability of the network and reducing further the
number of hops required to route a query.
Utilising a ROME bootstrap server and node pool
allows nodes with low probability of failure to be
selected from a global set, enabling creation of
rings with small numbers of nodes whilst
retaining probability of query routing failure
comparable to or better than other systems. Since
node quality is controlled and nodes do not
automatically become members of rings upon
machines joining the network, Lazy Ring
Creation allows for less frequent runs of the
stabilisation algorithm, thereby reducing ring
maintenance costs.
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